Cooperators and HD may choose to sample particular locations more frequently.

**Beach Advisory Protocol for 2A Waters**

**Day 1**
- Routine sample collection as per DWQ SOPs once per month during May-Sept.*

**Day 2**
- Analyze sample 24 hours later: Results >409 MPN?
  - Yes: Send data to cworthen@utah.gov
  - Yes: Sample same location within 24 hours of first sample
  - Yes: Contact DWQ if unable to sample
  - No: Resample ASAP or call DWQ if unable

**Day 3**
- Analyze sample 24 hours later: Results >409 MPN?
  - No: Resample performed by DWQ or HD
  - Yes: Send data to cseese@utah.gov
  - Yes: Continue daily sampling
  - Yes: DWQ will notify stakeholder and will jointly issue advisory (HD call)

**Day 4+**
- Analyze sample 24 hours later: Results >409 MPN?
  - No: Send data to cseese@utah.gov
  - No: Continue daily sampling
  - No: Maintain Advisory/Beach closure
  - Yes: All results < 409 MPN and geomean < 126 MPN for 5 days to remove advisory/closure

*Cooperators and HD may choose to sample particular locations more frequently.*
**Beach Advisory Protocol for 2B Waters**

**Day 1**
- Routine sample collection as per DWQ SOPs once per month during May-Sept.*

**Day 2**
- Analyze sample 24 hours later: Results $>$668 MPN?
  - No
  - Yes
    - Resample ASAP or call DWQ if unable
      - Analyze sample 24 hours later: Results $>$668 MPN?
        - No
          - Resample performed by DWQ or HD
            - Analyze sample 24 hours later: Results $>$ 668 MPN
              - Yes
                - Send data to cseese@utah.gov
                  - Continue daily sampling
                    - DWQ will notify stakeholder and will jointly issue advisory (HD call)
              - Yes
                - Send data to cseese@utah.gov
                  - Continue daily sampling
                    - DWQ will notify stakeholder and will jointly issue advisory (HD call)
        - Yes
          - Send data to cseese@utah.gov
            - Sample same location within 24 hours of first sample
              - Contact DWQ if unable to sample
            - DWQ will notify stakeholder and will jointly issue advisory (HD call)

**Day 3**
- Analyze sample 24 hours later: Results $>$ 668 MPN

**Day 4+**
- All results $<$ 668 MPN and geomean $<$ 206 MPN for 5 days to remove advisory/closure

*Cooperators and HD may choose to sample particular locations more frequently.*